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Abstract: Peer-to-Peer (P2P) video streaming is the fastest 
growing application of the Internet. One of the main challenge is to 
provide a high quality of service through the dynamic behavior of 
the network because a peer may join or leave anytime. Currently, 
P2P streaming network exist two types of users: streaming users - 
who use mobile devices with 3G/4G connection expect to watch the 
live video immediately and storage users - who use PC with wired 
Internet will download and then watch the video later. We realized 
that the streaming users may stop watching live video after a while 
if they find the video is out of their interest. Users leaving causes 
dynamic and affect the data delivery. On the other hand, the storage 
users that are downloading the video do not have the concern of 
interest and playback quality, until they start to watch the video. 
Hence, the storage users are relatively more stable than streaming 
users. This paper, we investigate the strategies on the topology 
construction and maintenance of P2P streaming systems with 
storage users are closer to the broadcaster than streaming users. 
And also we apply our idea on hybrid push-pull protocol that 
combines the benefits of pull and push mechanisms for live video 
delivery to provide better video streaming quality 
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1. Introduction 

Streaming is a method for intelligent broadcasting of data on 
the network, it differs from conventional multimedia services 
because it isn't necessary to wait for the end of downloading 
video and able to start playing back. Current approaches in 
P2P video streaming can be classified as tree-based, mesh-
based or hybrid. With tree-based model uses a push method 
to transfer data. This model has low start-up delay. However, 
there are two main problems in this method: if the bandwidth 
of parent node is low, children nodes will be lose data and 
when parent node failure, other nodes can’t receive data until 
completing the recovery of the tree. On the other hand, mesh-
based model uses a pull method to request necessary data 
from a number of neighbor nodes. However, mesh-based 
model requires large buffers to support pull data from 
neighbors and there is an adjustment between minimum delay 
by sending pull request and overhead of whole system. So, 
both models have their own strengths and weaknesses. This 
paper proposes a new architecture system design for P2P live 
video streaming that combines the advantages of pull and 
push methods for broadcasting live video. This consists of 
two states: tree-based and mesh-based. Also, we design 
network topology with storage nodes are adjacent to the 
broadcaster, because they are more stable than streaming 
nodes which can leave system anytime. The remainder of this 
paper is organized as follows. We briefly discuss the related 

work in Section 2. The formulation for topology optimization 
in tree/mesh-based P2P streaming systems, simulation setting 
and numerical results are presented in Section 3. Finally, the 
paper is concluded in Section 4. 

2. Related Work 

In a tree or multi-tree, a video stream is pushed along defined 
routes, from parents to their children. Tree topologies use 
pushing method as show in Figure 1 (left side) by choosing 
which child node to push the selected chunk based on the tree 
structure. Tree-based provides low latency. In a mesh, 
multiple and dynamic neighbors may have video data 
available to send, a node has to pull data to avoid significant 
redundancies. Mesh topologies use pull-based scheduling as 
show in Figure 1 (right side). Choosing which video frame to 
be request based on own buffer map, choose which peer to 
send chunks request based on the neighbor’s buffer map, 
resend request to partners for necessary chunks. A mesh-
based system is therefore more potent, but longer delays and 
higher control overhead. Compared with mesh-based 
systems, the tree-based systems have well-organized overlay 
structures and typically distribute video by actively pushing 
data from a peer to its children peers. However, maintaining 
the tree overlay with node churns is a difficult task. 
In hybrid pull-push scheduling is proposed to enable push in 
a mesh-based system to lower the system overhead. 
We make a survey about the overlay of streaming video 
systems and comparison these systems with three metrics: 
throughput, low latency, scalability shown in Table 1. 
Overcast [1] constructs and maintains a high bandwidth 
distribution tree from a source to multiple nodes. So, it 
utilizes a tree algorithm to maximize the bandwidth from the 
root towards each node. SplitStream [2] proposes using 
multiple trees to distribute parts of the whole video stream to 
balance load across different nodes and provides better 
scalability compared to a single tree system. SplitStream 
doesn’t provide additional means to recover from node 
failure. 
CoolStreaming [3] is a mesh-based overlay. The video 
stream is segmented into chunks and is broadcasted to 
neighbors. Comparing to a simple tree-based overlay, 
observe that playback continuity is much better. Hence, some 
mixed strategies have also been proposed to exploit the 
advantages of both schemes. Prime [4] presents topology 
design for mesh-based live streaming. Prime is designed to 
work with MDC to minimize content bottlenecks and 
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bandwidth bottlenecks. LiveSky [5] uses a hybrid approach, 
where the stream is split into different chunks which are then 
distributed in a sub-trees. Missing chunks are received by 
pull-based mesh overlay. ToMo [6] combines low overhead 
of tree-based system with the stability of a mesh-based 
system. The source node divides the video stream into 
several sub-trees, with each chunk being sent to multiple sub-
trees. ToMo also designs the mesh-based structure for stable 
nodes close to the source, and the tree-based structure for 
dynamic nodes far away from the source. 

 

Table 1. Comparison of P2P live video streaming systems 

System Method Throughput 
Low 

latency 
Scalability 

Overcast 

(2000) 
Push + - - 

SplitStream 

(2003) 
Push 0 + + 

CoolStreaming 

(2005) 
Pull 0 0 + 

Prime 

(2009) 
Hybrid 0 + + 

LiveSky 

(2009) 

Push/ 

Pull 
+ + 0 

ToMo 

(2010) 
Push + + - 

 

3. Topology Optimization and Implementation 
 

 3.1  Topology Optimization 
 

We design the storage nodes are nearby to the broadcaster. 
We call the storage users are storage nodes and streaming 
users are streaming nodes for design new network topology 
[7]. Figure 2 shows the organization of two types of nodes 
(storage node and streaming node) in the overlay. For this 
case, we can split overlay tree into three sub-trees. User are 
organized in separate sub-trees, except the broadcaster. That 
means a node belongs to only one sub-tree. Each node also 
has links to other nodes of other sub-trees. Each node 
maintains two kinds of connections: connection belonging to 
a sub-tree (push link) and connections of nodes in different 
sub-trees (pull link-see in Figure 4).  
Broadcaster sends live video to each sub-tree using push 
mechanism. Live video is divided into many chunks. Each 
node will receive from its parent at least one chunk in the 
pushing phase. Then, node pulls other chunks from other 
nodes in same level to get completed video and improve the 
quality of service [8]. Consider that a local network 
consisting of 7 users: Broadcaster captures live video and 
then broadcasting this video on P2P network. We assume that 
this video is split into three chunks c1, c2, and c3. Broadcaster 
pushes three chunks to users 1, 2, and 3 with respectively. 
After finishing receiving each chunk, then users 1, 2, or 3 
send requests to each other for remain chunks of video using 

pull requests. For example, user 1 receives chunk c1 from 
broadcaster and then it sends pull request to user 2 and 3 to 
get chunk c2 and c3 of video. Now, user 1 is watching a 
chunk c1 which receives from broadcaster and also can 
broadcast chunk c1 for users 2, 3 if they request. At the same 
time, user 2 is also getting chunk c2, c3 from users 2, 3 and 
continues watching whole live video. We can extend this 
scenarios with many users, building tree overlay with a 
number of chunks. In each sub-tree, push method is used like 
the case broadcaster pushes data to users 1, 2 and 3. Besides 
that, in each level, pull method is used like the case user 1 
pull data from user 2 and 3. The processes shown in Figure 3, 
once a peer joins, the application creates the overlay and 
starts streaming.  If the node leaves, the application is 
stopped. When a node joins in P2P network and connects to 
the tracker. The tracker replies with information on the 
chosen sub-stream and the initial neighborhood for the peer.  
Based on the information, the peer selects the level depend 
on the configuration of the peer: streaming user (using 
mobile phone with 3G/4G connection) or storage user (using 
PC with wired connection). After selecting the level and sub-
stream, the peer starts to download matching chunks into the 
buffer. If a chunk is not available in the buffer at the time it is 
supposed to be played, the user wait until the chunk has been 
successfully downloaded. This process continues until the 
peer leaves. This helps in preventing undesired effects, such 
as dynamic behavior of the network, other peers can pull 
missing data from another peers in same level instead of 
pulling data from peer which dropt out. 
As shown in Figure 4, at the pushing phase, broadcaster 
pushes three chunks to nodes at level 1. These nodes 
continue to push these parts to other child nodes in their sub-
trees. As the result, through the pushing phase, nodes have 
minimum data required to display. At the pulling phase, a 
node will send pull request to other node with same level to 
receive remain parts of video. The user requires pulling 
requests of other users which belong to other sub-trees. If this 
user didn’t respond pulling requests of other users, it will 
inform other users about its rejection. These users must look 
up other users that can send data to them. If it doesn’t send 
data to any user in a sub-tree, it may not able to pull data 
from any user in other sub-tree. So, streaming data is 
distributed to every node in the overlay network by both 
pushing and pulling methods 

    3.2  Simulation Setting and Implementation 

The tree length can be too high if there are a large number of 
nodes. We expect a topology, in which both the length and 
the number of nodes in each level grow linearly.  
If level 1 has 2k nodes, then the number of nodes at level i 
has 2k-i.  
Thus, total number of nodes from level 1 to level i is: 

1

1

2
i

k j

i

j

N − +

=

= ∏ (1) 

Also, the total number of nodes in the network can be 
calculated as: 

1

k

i

i

N N
=

=∑ (2) 

Then, from the number of users join to P2P network, we can 
calculate both the number of levels and number of node in 
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each level for design topology structure. For the example 
gives in Table 2 with 100 peers.  
As (1), number of peers of each layer following: 

1
3 1

1

1

2 8j

j

N − +

=

= =∏  

2
3 1

2

1

2 8 4 32j

j

N − +

=

= = × =∏  

3
3 1

3

1

2 8 4 2 64j

j

N − +

=

= = × × =∏  

As (2), the total number of nodes in the network: 
3

1 2 3

1

104 100
i

i

N N N N N
=

= = + + = >∑  

So, number of node in level 1 is 8 (k=3), number of levels is 
3 (i=3).  
 

Table 2. Parameters used in the simulation setup 

Name Parameter Description 

Simulation Length 3600s 
Length of the simulated 

scenario 

Number of Peers 100 Total number of peers 

Storage Peers 20 Number of storage users 

Streaming Peers 80 Number of streaming users 

Chunk size 256 Kb Size of each chunk 

Video Files 2.048 Mb Number of video files 

Topology level 3 Number of levels of overlay 
 

Number of chunks which will be pushed into each sub-stream 
given by equation: 

_
_ _

_

Files File size
Number of Chunks

Chunk size

×
=  (3) 

From parameter given in table 2, we create 8 chunks 
(2.048Mb/256Kb) as (3), and push each chunk into 8 sub-
stream (because from above calculation, the number of nodes 
in level 1 is 8 nodes, it means existing 8 sub-trees for our 
topology). The application is written in Java and runs on the 
Java Platform for investigating peer-to-peer content 
distribution with implementation requirement following our 
topology design as shown in Figure 5. With using new 
topology, processing time for receive complete video is much 
faster than traditional transfer methods using pure mesh-
based or pure tree-based.  
In evaluation, we use the typical metrics: startup delay, 
packet loss to compare our solution with Overcast [1] (pure 
tree-based) and CoolStreaming [3] (pure mesh-based) 
overlays. 

Startup delay time: For the beginning, the mesh-based 
solution (CoolStreaming) performs worst, because it needs a 
longer time to search and request for neighbor peers. The 
Overcast performance took only 20 seconds to startup. Even 
though, our solution need to aware of the coexistence of the 
two types of nodes and explicitly prioritizes the service to the 
streaming nodes but at the beginning our topology constructs 

as tree overlay network. So, nodes need shorter time to 
startup than the CoolStreaming and almost similar with 
Overcast startup time. 
Packet loss rate: CoolStreaming with the mesh-based 
solution performs the best, because it is pull-based and thus 
is resilient to the node dynamics. On the other hand, Overcast 
with the pure tree-based solution performs the worst, because 
the tree overlay is interrupted to suffer from the node 
dynamics. Our solution combines pull-based and push-based, 
it takes advantage of both solutions, so it performs much 
better than the pure tree-based solution and little less than 
mesh-based solution. By using hybrid of overlay structure 
and combine design storage nodes are close broadcaster, our 
solution can achieve the performance of the mesh-based 
solution. 
 

4. Conclusions 
 

This paper, we recognized existence of the two types of users 
for video streaming - there are wired Internet users and 
wireless mobile users. Specifically, Internet users have better 
network connection, and thus they should be considered to be 
located close to the broadcaster. Moreover, since mobile 
users are usually charged for data usage, such users are not 
always suitable for forwarding data. These requirements call 
for suitable design of the architecture as shown in this paper 
with new topology for P2P network with more stable, 
minimize packet loss and provide better video streaming 
quality compared to the pure mesh-based, pure tree-based 
networks. 
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Figure 1. Message sequence charts for push (left) and pull methods (right) 

 

 
Figure 2. Overlay construction and pushing data to sub-trees 

 
 

 
Figure 3. The life circle of peer in the network 
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Figure 4. Peer pull missing data from node in other subtrees 

 

 
Figure 5. Comparison of processing time for transferring whole file and chunk

 


